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Since 2015 Spanish schools of architecture have converted the former Final Degree Project into a one-year enabling master's degree. In this context, the Vallès School of Architecture has proposed a pedagogical model focused on the concept of responsibility, a commitment to the evident social and ecological global challenges affecting the outskirts of Barcelona city. Barcelona’s demographic pressure, its difficult access to housing, the increase in air pollution and the restrictions of the recent Covid-19 confinement have caused a 'back-to-the-land' movement to other peripheral territories. According to this reality, this contribution will explore how the course transfers responsibility to the students to come up with an executable design result thanks to three main goals:

First, open process: the studio expresses how design is not an autonomous task but a process of accumulating information, interests and availability that the architect/planner has been able to capture. Negotiation, conflict mediation, collaboration, the idea of limit and the time scale come in handy for a design process based on the uncertainty of the economic and environmental crises we are living through.

Second, social return: the service-learning method is applied to local demands. Through participatory action research the stakeholders involved become aware of urgent
problems in their living environment. The future architects reflect on managing inclusion and diversity in the decision-making process.

And third, physical experimentation: some proposals to be shown are built thanks to the exercise of searching for funding. This corresponds to the students so that they understand feasibility constritions together with the potential of an economy based on scarcity of means.

By a series of diagrams, images of the process and results, the contribution will present how this pedagogical structure takes form through the most common topics emerged. Future challenges and internal contradictions will serve to conclude.
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